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BOLDRE STILL AND BOLDRE
(May 2020)

St John’s, Boldre
The Reverend Canon Andrew Neaum became the “House for Duty”
Anglican priest of the lovely Boldre Benefice in August 2013. The Vicarage
in which he and Diana live is on the edge of the New Forest, a couple of
miles north of Lymington in Hampshire. He is old fashioned enough a
priest to visit his flock in their homes, but “house for duty” clergy are
supposed to work only two days a week and Sundays, which means visiting
everyone in the parish takes a long time. The following are the May 2020
weekly ruminations, aired prejudices and footling observations that in the
weekly pew sheet augment his visits and help keep folk in touch week in
and week out. Earlier articles are available from the Article Page on this
Website:
http://www.andrewneaum.com/articles.htm

(350) “This and That” - 31 May 2020
Most of the ideas and topics written about in this ephemeral, footling weekly column, descend
upon me with the glorious, scalding cascade of my early morning shower. A baptism as joyously
important to each day, as was the one in a tiny Staffordshire church in 1945 to a lifetime.
Portentous, tendentious twaddle
Ephemeral and footling. That’s the point. That’s the aim. God, beauty, joy and purpose are best
found there. Perhaps only found there. In the ordinary, quotidian, ephemeral and footling. The manger
of an insignificant stable in a minor town. The déclassé gibbet of crucifixion.
I write this much later than usual, on Saturday morning. The very day upon which I shoot it off
to all who receive it electronically. Newly showered, bursting and bubbling with thoughts, second
thoughts, considerations, reconsiderations and ideas, it dawned upon me that what I had written earlier
in the week was portentous, tendentious, unhelpful twaddle. Far too serious. Far too “up itself”. So I’ve
pulled it. I’ve self-censored.
Not entirely, of course. No scribbler easily wastes effort. I have relegated the twaddle to my daily,
private journal, just in case I change my mind or to rework it in a sermon.
Curtain twitching
Poets and composers are curtain twitchers. They pull back the veil between earth and heaven
sufficient to allow flashes of eternity’s sunlight into daily life.
As if preparing me for Pentecost Robert Frost did this with his poem:
The Aim was Song
Before man came to blow it right
The wind once blew itself untaught,
And did its loudest day and night
In any rough place where it caught.
Man came to tell it what was wrong:
It hadn't found the place to blow;
It blew too hard - the aim was song.
And listen - how it ought to go!
He took a little in his mouth,
And held it long enough for north
To be converted into south,
And then by measure blew it forth.
By measure. It was word and note,
The wind the wind had meant to be A little through the lips and throat.
The aim was song - the wind could see.
How lovely. How true. The poem celebrates humanity’s God-given ability to complement the
glory of the untamed, wild wind by directing it into word and song. We don’t and can’t stop the wind,
or ever completely control it, praise God, but we can cooperate with it, channel it, change its direction
and allow it to be so much more of what it has within itself to be: a Bach unaccompanied flute sonata,
Hamlet’s soliloquy.
So too with Pentecost’s rushing mighty wind. The Holy Spirit: God’s love, God’s blessings,
God’s joy, God’s grace so lavishly poured upon us, to be cooperated with, and directed into melodies
and stories of loveliness, charity, beauty and truth.

The whole spectrum of society
I have lived next door, or nearly next door, to a church all my life. A second home to pop in and
out of at will, to say matins and evensong with my parents, or simply to wander, wonder or be
mischievous in at will. Only in 1971-72, when teaching in London, was this not the case.
Until we came to Boldre that is. Our lovely church is a mile up the road. A pity. To live next door
to a church, is to be introduced to the whole spectrum of humanity. For churches attract all and sundry
to bump into and engage.
One of the best things about our present lock-down has been the redirection of our daily walk.
We’re at St John’s everyday now. It’s only a brisk twenty minute walk away after all. Deeply, deeply
satisfying.

(349) “This and That” - 24 May 2020
As with guns, so too with ships of war, there’s something sinisterly and ominously beautiful about them.
The mighty Hood particularly so. Deadly, deadly beautiful. Vulnerably beautiful too, as it turned out.
The largest submarine in the Navy
Yet life on board such ships, even when not under fire, required a degree of stoic heroism. Additional
armour added to H.M.S Hood during construction increased her draught by about four feet at deep load. This
reduced her freeboard, making her a very wet vessel. At full speed, or in heavy seas, water flowed over her
quarterdeck and often entered the messdecks and living quarters through ventilation shafts. Hence her nickname:
"the largest submarine in the Navy". Persistent dampness and poor ventilation were blamed for a high incidence
of tuberculosis aboard.
Many poets have graphically and devastatingly depicted life in the army on the front line. Far less so life
in the navy. But no need to despair. There’s Charles Causley.
A Cornishman, born in Launceston in 1917, he came from a poor working-class background. He was
the son of a Western Front survivor who, when Charles his only child was seven, died as a result of being gassed.
The future poet attended the town’s ‘National School’ and Grammar schools, leaving to become an office boy
at 15 in order to keep himself and his mother financially afloat.
Ominous snags and dangerous reefs
He enlisted in 1940 and, after his training, joined the destroyer H.M.S Eclipse at Scapa Flow as an
Ordinary Seaman Coder. Convoy escort duties took him to West Africa, and then Gibraltar, transferring to the
shore base for service around the Mediterranean (where Eclipse later sank, with heavy losses). Rising to Petty
Officer Coder, he joined the new carrier H.M.S. Glory at Belfast, sailing to the Pacific. Demobbed in 1946, he
chose to train as a teacher, and returned to teach in his old school for nearly 30 years.
His poetry is richly imaginative, full of strange and glittering images and deceptively accessible. Its easy
flowing surface belies ominous snags and dangerous reefs looming from hidden depths. I enjoy him as much as
I do W.H. Auden, and for not dissimilar reasons.
Best of all he’s a Christian. Not a glib or preachifying one, but someone deeply moved by Jesus of
Nazareth. His verse is replete with biblical images as well as those of the sea. The poem that follows is wholly
appropriate on this anniversary of the sinking of the Hood, and poignant.
The Song of the Dying Gunner AA1
Oh mother my mouth is full of stars
As cartridges in the tray
My blood is a twin-branched scarlet tree
And it runs all runs away.
Oh ‘Cooks to the galley’ is sounded off
And the lads are down in the mess
But I lie down by the forrard gun
With a bullet in my breast.
Don’t send me a parcel at Christmas time
Of socks and nutty and wine

And don’t depend on a long weekend
By the Great Western Railway line.
Farewell, Aggie Weston, the Barracks at Guz,
Hang my tiddley suit on the door.
I’m sewn up neat in a canvas sheet
And I shan’t be home no more.
AA1:
Aggie Weston:
Guz:
tiddley suit:

Anti Aircraft Gunner, 1st Class
hostels in many seaports founded by Dame Agnes Weston
naval slang for Devonport
best shore going uniform with gold badges

(348) “This and That” - 17 May 2020
Penelope Chitty thanked me for last Sunday’s online service, going on to say in an email: ….. we saw
a bit more of you and not just a " talking head", even a bit further down would be better, I think. I think I
detected a touch of make-up which was also very good…..
I responded: “Make up,” Penelope. “Make up”!!! Never! Heaven forfend. Mowing the lawn and walking
the lanes suntan, no more… the way we record these services, at present, demands proximity to the camera for
the sake of the microphone… were that not so I'd be showing off my summer legs… Penelope is a great
encourager and affirmer. She went on to say she’d enjoyed my versifying in the homily, particularly its
references to birds and recollections of Africa.
In praise of manure
My previous Sunday’s online homily, to do with the Good Shepherd, also involved verse. It ended with
a piece I’d written many years ago in praise of sheep manure. Digging out the stuff from under shearing sheds
had helped keep my first Australian parish viable. This reminded Margaret Newbury of her childhood:
….. our milk was delivered by a milkman with a horse and cart. If my Dad heard
the clip clop of the horse's hooves coming down the road, he would invite the
milkman into the house for a cup of coffee. The milkman would put blocks by the
wheels of the milk float and a nose bag of oats over the horse's nose. While Mum
and the milkman chatted over a mug of coffee in the kitchen, Dad would hover
near the back end of the horse, with a shovel. He worked on the theory that what
goes in at one end, will some out at the other end. His prize - a shovel load of
manure would be fertilizer for his vegetable garden.
All of which brought to my magpie mind an all but forgotten fable from my youth:
A small bird left it too late to fly south for the winter. A sudden cold snap
caught it by surprise and it froze and fell to the ground in a large field. As it lay
there, all but dead, a large bull came by and dropped a steaming pile of dung on
it. As the ice-cold little creature lay buried in the bull’s aromatic offering, it
began to thaw out and warm up. Eventually, cosily snug and warmed through, it
even had a nibble of the nutritious mix enveloping it. Whereupon, with its heart
and crop full, it poked its little head out and began to sing. A passing cat heard
the song, investigated, pulled the bird from the muck and gobbled it up. Moral of
the story:
1) Not everyone who drops a load on you is an enemy.
2) When you’re full of bull, shut up, don’t sing about it.
3) Not everyone who extricates you from a mess is a friend.
Legalise cannabis
I’ve started typing the 1983 handwritten diary that chronicles my years on the island of St Helena. We
were poorly paid in those happy days and so economical in our use of writing paper. My script is minute and the
lines tightly packed. Deciphering requires close peering and intense scrutiny. Here’s an extract from Saturday
23 April 1983:
I have been going through the Cathedral registers looking for all
references in them down through the years to the name “Broadways” - an

obsessive English genealogist wants them. It takes hours, so I hope the Bishop
will extract some cash from him for my efforts. I discover with interest that a
woman who was washed up on Sandy Bay, beach, aged about 35, was buried in
1955. There were also two unidentified bodies washed up in 1941.
It is also interesting to note that the headland: “Head O Wain” used to
be “Head of the Vein” and that in hospital yesterday. talking to George
Lawrence. he referred to the “weins” in his arms. Few islanders say“V”as
anything except “W”.
The bishop has had a letter from the Chairman of the “Legalise Cannabis
Society” in England because of a report in the Guardian on our Synod which
mentioned the collapse of the hemp industry on the island!

(347) “This and That” - 10 May 2020
Sulphur crested cockatoos love walnuts. So do I. Competition between us for the walnuts of a tree
in my Australian rectory garden was intense. Each season we’d end up with about a fifty/fifty split.
Prehensile toes
Cockatoos have prehensile toes. To type the contents of this pew-sheet, I stand at my desk on one
leg. Sulphur crested cockatoos in a walnut tree stand on one leg to eat its walnuts. The foot of their other
leg dextrously holds and manipulates the still green nut as the beak nibbles its husk and then crunches
through the shell to its milky kernel.
I’ve just watched a blue tit with prehensile toes in the feeder against my study window. It pecks
up a morsel of food, hops to a perch, places it between its toes and pecks it into more digestible crumbs,
then again, and again.
Observing this with delight reminded me of a short poem and paean of praise by Roy Campbell:
Driving Cattle to Casa Buenas. It begins with a reference to the European Roller, a bird not as
spectacular as the Lilac-breasted Roller of my Rhodesian youth, but lovely nonetheless:
The roller perched upon the wire,
Telegrams running through his toes,
At my approach would not retire
But croaked a greeting as he rose,
A telegraph of solar fire….
Eating seabirds
Throughout the Australian summer I padded around with bare feet as often as decorum allowed.
I never tried to feed myself with my toes, but I picked up dropped items easily enough. Moderately
prehensile toes then.
The inhabitants of St Kilda island were said to have such toes. During the spring and summer
months, the men clambered barefoot down the spectacularly steep cliff faces of the main island, on
ropes, to harvest young gannets auks and fulmars, clinging on and digging in with their prehensile toes.
As well as eating the birds and their eggs in vast quantities, their feathers were used to stuff pillows and
bedding; the oil in the stomachs of fulmars was used as fuel and primitive medicine; and the whole skins
of gannets, were used as shoes. In the 1930’s these hardy folk turned their backs on all of this and were
evacuated.
A sight to dream of not to tell
Human conversations are bulked out with stock phrases. Many of them common to us all:
breaking the bank, cut through the clutter, tip of the iceberg… Others are peculiar to ourselves. A
favourite that I’ve been overusing since leaving university is: a sight to dream of not to tell.
Up until last week I thought it came from Keat’s: The Eve of St Agnes. It doesn’t. It comes from
Coleridge’s uncompleted masterpiece Christabel.
Beneath the lamp the lady bowed,
And slowly rolled her eyes around;

Then drawing in her breath aloud,
Like one that shuddered, she unbound
The cincture from beneath her breast:
Her silken robe, and inner vest,
Dropt to her feet, and full in view,
Behold! her bosom and half her side–
A sight to dream of, not to tell!
O shield her! shield sweet Christabel!
My use of the phrase is usually jocular, but it expresses deep truth. So much in life is best left to
the imagination, not spelt out, made graphic or explicit. Pornography is the most obvious culprit. It
leaves no place for mystery, romance, love, joy and the miracle of ‘I’ encountering ‘thou’.
So too religion. Imagination is essential. Spell it all out, reduce it to literalism, brute fact and
simplistic proofs and out go mystery, beauty, truth, otherness and a lovable God. The dull, dry residue
is all too easily thrown to the wind by those deficient in imagination.

(346) “This and That” - 3 May 2020
My Rhodesian gem squash plants are on the verge of walkabout. Are about to take off for the
fence they’ll climb to a fine, fulsome fecundity.
Every vicarage I’ve lived in has had a vegetable garden. If it didn’t I established one. It was one
of the first tasks we set about when we came to Boldre. Vegetable gardens have been as much a part of
my priestly life as have the beautiful churches I’ve so loved, prayed, worshipped, laughed, wept and
delighted in.
The Bard of Bunyah
In troubled times familiar routines and time honoured practices most bring peace of mind. The
well rehearsed ritual of percolating an early morning pint of coffee. The contemplative wander round
a vegetable garden. The daily walk. The recitation of matins and then of a poem or two. The blending
of yoghurt, kefir and a variety of fruits into breakfast’s fruit-soup. Writing a daily journal while listening
to seventeenth and eighteenth century music. Simply being. Just contentedly being: in a lovely home,
beautiful garden, with a loving wife and the dear God with whom, over a lifetime, I’ve wrestled and
argued, doubted and yet loved and still love so very, very much. Faith is solace and joy. Like Les
Murray, Australia’s Bard of Bunyah, “I wish you God”. I wish everyone God. “I wish you God”.
Disconsolate and unloved
Hilary, our feisty Ford Fiesta, squats disconsolate and unloved on the Vicarage forecourt. She’s
gathered a thin film of pollen and dust. On Monday we needed to make a very short trip (for a legitimate
reason, I assure you). Neglected, morose and vengeful she wouldn’t start. Her battery had died. We
were, delighted. What better proof of a dutiful devotion to shank’s pony and a commendable aversion
to any antinomian toing and froing by car?
Posh housing
Every summer since we’ve been at Boldre a pair of blue tits has reared a brood of little ones in
a decrepit old nesting box outside the kitchen window. Their toing an froing delight us as we slurp our
fruit soup each morning.
Some years ago we acquired at the fete a fancier nesting box. Beautifully varnished, steeply
roofed and spacious it was disdained as far too posh by all the garden’s tittish little proles. Until this
year. A pair of crisply feathered, expensively educated great tits looked the box over, noisily thumped,
banged and tested its walls and declared it just to their taste. In America tits are called chickadees. This
fancily housed couple are more chickadee than vulgar tit.
Charles Darwin’s stiff upper lip
“Savages,” Charles Darwin argued “weep copiously from very slight causes”, whereas, he
approvingly asserted “Englishmen rarely cry, except under the pressure of the acutest grief”. A creature
of his time. A stiff upper lip man.

Social distancing could herald a return of the stiff upper lip. Child-abuse paranoia and the “Me
Too” movement have all but killed affectionate hugs, kisses and physical expressions of feeling and
emotion. The virus exacerbates this. Even shaking hands might be a thing of the past.
The idealisation of a stiff upper lip originates in ancient Greece. Stoicism and admiration for the
militant Spartans and their cult of discipline and self-sacrifice became a source of inspiration to the
English public school system.
From there it spread far wider and came to be seen as an English characteristic. Not all concur.
E M Forster wittily accused public schools of producing young men “with well-developed bodies, fairly
developed minds, and undeveloped hearts”. Sir Henry Newbolt is the poet of the stiff upper lip,
especially in Vitai Lampada with each stanza’s repeated last line refrain:
…..The sand of the desert is sodden red,—
Red with the wreck of a square that broke; —
The Gatling's jammed and the Colonel dead,
And the regiment blind with dust and smoke.
The river of death has brimmed his banks,
And England's far, and Honour a name,
But the voice of a schoolboy rallies the ranks:
‘Play up! play up! and play the game!’
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